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Starting from efforts to address the development of the food business very rapidly without any educational institution, in the field of adequate food and quality. So it takes a high school or institute cook who can develop, enhance, explore, and shape the mindset of creative students and qualified in the field of cooking.

Culinary Institute of Surabaya is a college in Surabaya which organizes cooking and science education if eligible to provide education-related professions in cooks.

An addition of a restaurant in the complex is more value-added education for this Culinary Institute. Because, it can be used by students for internships and direct practice, as well as the Culinary Institute of promotional event to the community.

The chosen theme is pulen. Pulen is the perfection of a dish, that through the process correctly. Where the raw material (analogous as a student candidate in the culinary institute), proceed into semi-finished materials (analogous as students who were going through education), so that the results of cooking is pulen (analogous as a qualified graduate of the Culinary Institute).